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Few carp anglers these days venture 
out on to the banks without PVA in 
one form or another. It offers 
widespread benefits if you use it 

correctly in the right situations, and it will 
definitely improve your catches.

Water temperature has a big effect on the 
dissolve rate of PVA, so if you fish all year 
round you’ll need a reliable brand that will not 
break down too quickly in the summer, yet will 
still dissolve fully in winter.

I use PVA Meltz from 30 Plus because it does 
just that. In cold water you don’t get any of the 
thick, snotty residue which lesser quality PVAs 
can leave.

You might think a bit of PVA snot wouldn’t 
put carp off feeding, and that’s probably 
correct. However, it can mask the hookpoint 
and prevent it penetrating, resulting in a 
dropped take.

Solid sense
Mesh-style PVA bags are so convenient that 
many anglers overlook the solid type. This is a 
big mistake, as they oconfer a number of 
benefits that mesh bags don’t.

First, they are an excellent way of presenting 
your hookbait cleanly in weedy situations, or 
in swims where the bottom may be littered 
with debris. With a nice tangerine-sized bag 
you will get a small spread of loosefeed 
around your rig once it has broken down.

Small pellets and crumb allow you to tie 
up very compact solid bags. Remove as 
much air as you can, so the bag is 
aerodynamic and will sink rapidly to the 
bottom in one piece.

Mesh
This is the most popular form of PVA 
nowadays, being easy to use and highly 

Dan Wildbore shows how PVA in all its many forms can radically improve your fishing at any time of year

1Half-fill the bag with pellets, add the 
end rig centrally and add more pellets.

INSTRUCTION
SOLID PVA BAGS

effective. It instantly puts extra food or 
attraction around your hookbait and you can 
have a load of bags or sticks tied up ready to go 
even before you get to the bank.

I think it pays to keep them small, especially 
at this time of year. One mouthful is all you 
need for a take. Too big a bag and a carp can eat 
half of it without picking up your hookbait.

Use a quality PVA mesh with an anti-ladder 
weave, like the 30 Plus Continuous Loading 
System. This close weave mesh allows you to 
use crumb and other tiny pellets. You can 
create small, neat bags that will cast a long way 
if you need to put them out at range.

If you are worried about bottom debris or 
light weed obstructing the hook you can thread 
a mesh bag down the hooklink and pull the 
hook into it. To add even more attraction to 
your bag you can glug it in an oil or 
glycerol-based liquid before casting out.

Stringers
This is another overlooked PVA technique 
that can be a real winner. Even casting out a 
one-bait stringer can fool a wary carp or give it 
the confidence to feed and slip up.

There are a number of ways to use PVA 
string or tape, and all of them are 
quite simple to put into practice.

In the winter you need to pick a 
type with a rapid breakdown time, 
like PVA Speed String from 
30 Plus. I like to tie the tag 
ends together after I have 
threaded on four or five 
baits, to create a circle.

Once this has 
dissolved on the bottom 
of the lake my hookbait is 
left inside a small cluster 
of bait – very enticing!

THE 
WONDER 
STUFF

2Twist the neck of the bag to tighten 
it, then tie off with PVA string.

3Trim off the PVA at the neck, taking 
care not to graze the hooklink.

4Pull out the corners (left), moisten 
and stick them down (right). 

Solid PVA bags 
must dissolve 
fully at all water 
temperatures. 

A tight solid PVA bag 
of pellets will 
spread its contents 
well on the lakebed.

type with a rapid breakdown time, 
like PVA Speed String from 

30 Plus Anti-Ladder 
does just what it 
says on the 
packaging. Runs 
come from the fish!

PVA tape is the 
secret to making 
effective stringers 
in all seasons.


